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Regent Park Focus After School Programs
Monday:		
Tuesday:
		
			
			

Adult Yoga at Regent Park Focus from 5:30 pm to 7:00 pm.
Comic Book Drawing at Lord Dufferin 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm.
Regent Park TV at Regent Park Focus 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm.
Catch da Flava Collective at Regent Park Focus 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm.
Music Recording at Regent Park Focus 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm.

Wednesday:

Diva’s Girls Group at Regent Park Duke of York 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm
Photography at Regent Park Focus 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm

Thursday:

Divas Girls Group at Lord Dufferin 3:30 pm to 5:30 pm.
Youth Photography at Regent Park Focus 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm.
Music Recording at Regent Park Focus 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm.

Friday:		
Saturday:

Divas Girls Group at Regent Park Focus 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm.

			
			
			

The Youngstas Music Band at Regent Park Focus 1:00 pm to 3:00 pm

LAST FRIDAYS IS BACK!!!
See Page 27 for more information



Youth Engagement, Expression, Empowerment and Exchange

www.youthvoices.ca
Youth Voices process

For authentic and meaningful youth engagement
Engage youth in expressions of their lives and communities
Identify issues and themes of importance to young people
Plan projects that address youth concerns and priorities
Act for youth-driven community development and social change
Reflect, Research and Reward achievements and learning
Sustain growth and development of youth-driven initiatives

The Youth Voices Research Group is pleased to be a partner in helping to bring you this issue of Catch Da Flava
magazine!
Youth Voices is based in the Dalla Lana School of Public Health at the University of Toronto. We work locally and internationally
to promote the involvement of young people from diverse backgrounds in community action, to create healthy societies.
A main focus of our work is on the use of media arts and technologies for youth expression and applied research. This “youth
in action” approach seeks to develop and share knowledge on youth engagement, youth media and to help understand
health and social issues from a youth perspective.
This issue of Catch Da Flava is brought to you as part of the Youth Voices Food 4Health project. Food4Health provides
opportunities for youth to take action on food-related issues affecting Toronto’s numerous communities. We do this in many
ways, from promoting healthy food choices to ensuring access to safe, nutritious and affordable foods. We also provide a
forum for young people to work together with adults – in order to learn, grow, exchange and create – so as to promote youth
leadership in shaping our food systems.
For More Information, please contact us:
Cameron Norman, Youth Voices Principal Investigator, cameron.norman@utoronto.ca, 416.978.1242
Charlotte Lombardo, Youth Voices Program Manager, c.lombardo@utoronto.ca, 416.978.2201



EDITOR’S WORDS
The idea for the “Food Flava” edition seemed so generic
when we first thought of it. But after weeks of discussing and
brainstorming, the simple theme of “food” blossomed into
scores of different, relevant sub topics! Food addressed many
interesting and important issues. Our aim was to bring forth
“food” topics that all youth should be aware of – the food crisis
in many parts of the world, genetically modified foods, food
safety and organic food, to mention a few. We also hoped to
address more direct issues that youth are faced with such
as healthy eating and managing food independently away
from home. We also reviewed a number of restaurants in or
near Regent Park and explored the cuisines of some of our
cultural communities. And finally, as with all the other Catch
da Flava issues, we strove to simply bring the community
of Regent Park together with a central theme that everyone
could relate to – young or old. After many hours of painstaking
work, we hope that all of what we wanted to share comes
through successfully. We also hope that we’ve managed to
capture the wonderful, vibrant, multicultural flava of Regent
Park. Finally we, the Catch da Flava Collective, are happy to
present you with the Food Flava edition!

Guest Editor:
Abdulkarim Muhaseen

Layout and Design:
Fathima Nizar



Our Writers

Mehedi
(Onik) Khan

I was born in Toronto, raised in the community
of Regent Park for the Majority of my life.
I have a strong passion for politics and world
issues, I enjoy being fundamentally involved,
in the community and have future aspirations of
becoming involved either the legal or political
field.

I am a high school student in Jarvis Collegiate
Institute. I am in my final year, hopefully
graduating. I enjoy playing soccer and
badminton.

I’m going into grade 12 at Jarvis Collegiate
Institute. I enjoy basketball, working with kids,
pondering on the purpose if life.

I am entering my last year of high school. I have
aspiration for writing.

Amer
Choudhury

Abdulkarim
Muhaseen

Azam
Abowath
I am in grade 12 and I go to Central Technical
School. I like to draw, and I like programming.
I’m really good at running and I want to be an
engineer.

I am a very friendly person to be around, I
always get my work done and most importantly
I can make you laugh.

Tajnim
Islam

Bipu
Bashar
I’m from Bangladesh. I love being around
people, I love Bubble tea and most of all I
love my awesome friends and family that have
always been there for me.

I lived in Regent Park for 10 years. I have been
working with focus collective for few year. I
live with my family and I am well known in the
community.

Ishtiaque
Shahidullah

Rubi
Bagum
I am 16 years old, I live in Regent Park and
I currently attend Jarvis Collegiate Institute. I
enjoy writing for Catch Da Flava Collective.

Hello, I am a grade 12 student at Central
Technical School. I’ m from Bangladesh and I
love food.

Saara
Muhaseen

Rumina
Akhter
Hey, I’m 16 years old. I am entering my last
year of high school at central technical. I plan
on getting into business. I live in Regent Park.

Fazlin
Ahmed



I have interest with things which deals with
problems. A nice person to be around. I am open
social-able with friends, and new people met.

Tamin
Rahman

I’m going in to grade 11, I am 15 years old and
I do to Jarvis Collegiate Institute. I like playing
sports such as soccer. = ]

I’m a grade 12 student at Jarvis Collegiate
Institute, I joined focus to meet new people and
get experience. I enjoy listening to music and
traveling.

Tanjina
Yeasmin

Lupa
Bagum
Hello, I am starting my last year at Jarvis
Collegiate. I joined focus to gain experience
and further my skills. Such as leadership and
also to meet new people.

I have been living in Regent Park for 10
years. I love Regent Park because of all the
opportunities it has for the youths.

Rima
Choudhury

Sabbir

I attend Central Commerce Collegiate
Institute, I am interested in math and become
a surgeon.

Usman
Khan

I am Interested in a mix of Arts and Science.
My dream career would be a brain surgeon
and I also like biology.

Mavra
Wasim

Messed Up Media
By: Anonymous

A few weeks ago, me and my friends were hanging out in front of our school. One of my friends
was confronted by two people and was asked a series of questions. The rest of us decided to join, later
on regretted that we did.
She was being asking questions about sex, so we decided to help as she was uncomfortable.
Once we were finished, the man was held a small camera, asking to take a picture. The woman who
was with him, had a notebook in her hand.
We realized none of us knew what the question were for, and they told us they were from
Toronto Sun. We were a little angry but then thought the interview was harmless as everything we said
was proper and right.
	The day after, we began receiving phone calls about why were on the newspaper, in an article
about such a vulgar topic. We hadn’t understood why they were disgusted, then we took a hold of a copy
of the Toronto Sun. We notice our picture, and became furious at how the article was misinterpreting
our answers and making us seem bad.
After this I learned to never participate in an interview with any newspaper. They can easily skew
our words to their views or to get more people to read it. It is published quickly and nothing can be done
about it.


Cultural Foods
By: Abdulkarim Muhaseen

In this section of Catch da Flava we will be taking a quick look at some
of the different cultural communities of Regent Park and the foods that they
eat. According to the 2006 City of Toronto profile of Regent Park, Chinese,
Indian, Sri Lankan and Jamaican people were among the top ten ethnicities in
the neighbourhood so we decided to take a dip into the delicious food of these
cultures. We know Regent Park has so many other cultural groups and we
apologize for our inability to cover them all – we hope the articles
that follow are a tasty introduction to a few of the wonderful
cuisines you can find in the homes of Regent Park.

Sri Lankan Food
By: Abdulkarim Muhaseen

	Toronto is home to the largest Sri Lankan
population in all of North America. The Sri
Lankan community is a multi-ethnic mix of Buddhists, Hindus,
Christians and Muslims. This wide variety of ethnicities within
the culture is mirrored in the many unique foods you will find
on a typical Sri Lankan table.

my mom used to make it outside in a gigantic pot. It takes
a large number of ingredients and lots of time to stir and
prepare, but for sugar-craving kids, Dodal pays off in the
end! Vatalapam - a type of pudding - is another Sri Lankan
specialty generally made out of egg, milk and sugar or kithultreacle honey. Sri Lankan Muslims often have this dessert
during celebrations like Eid.

Sri Lankans like to have a heavy breakfast before
starting the day. Ediapam (called string hoppers in English)
is often served in the morning and is made out of coconut
milk and sambal - a spicy coconut flake mixture. Putu,
another breakfast dish, is eaten with either chicken or beef
curry.

Sri Lankans have many wheat-derived foods which
are eaten in place of rice and usually served with curries
and other mixtures. One famous dish from the region is Cotu
Roti. Cotu Roti generally consists of a fried mixture of strips
of roti (homemade bread), spicy curry, beef chunks and egg
pieces. Personally this is one of my favourite Sri Lankan
foods.
Sri Lankans also eat many homemade sweets.
Dodal consists of sugar, milk, flour, flavourings and an hour
of stirring over the stove! I remember back in Sri Lanka when



Last but not least, Sri Lankans are known worldwide for their tea! A lot of the exported tea around the globe
originates from the fields of Sri Lanka. To offer tea to your
guests is a time-honoured custom and Sri Lankan families
in Toronto still keep this tradition. It isn’t unusual for a family
living in Sri Lanka to have tea 3 to 5 times a day. Sri Lankan
youth in Canada don’t drink quite as much as that.
	I would definitely recommend a Sri Lankan meal to
anyone. A good place to have a taste of Sri Lankan food
would be at one of the restaurants along Wellesley St. If the
restaurants don’t suit your taste there’s plenty of Sri Lankans
in Regent Park for you to try to score an invitation from!

Indian Food
By: Azam Abowath

I’m not sure if you’ve eaten at an Indian house
or restaurant, but I suggest you do – the food
is delicious. When I pulled up the wikipedia entry on Indian
food it noted that “the Cuisine of India is characterised by its
sophisticated and subtle use of many spices and vegetables
grown across India...”. Well they won’t
get any argument here, that seems
pretty accurate to me.
From biryanis to curries, Indian
dishes are very varied because
of all the different spice mixtures
used. The spices make my taste
buds tingle in delight. Samosas are
tasty too and contain many different
fillings such as chicken, beef and
vegetables. And each Indian house
prepares the same dish with altered
levels of spices so it’s always a new
experience. Some of my favourite
dishes are Butter Chicken, Chicken

Tikka, Tandoori Chicken, Goat Biryanis... and the list goes
on and on.
Indian food is not always spicy, there are also a variety of
sweets such as Gulab Jamuns and different type of Burfis.
Burfis are a delectable sweet made
from condensed milk and cooked
with sugar. They are usually soft to
chew and definitely calm my sweet
tooth which can be a hard job
sometimes. Another sweet is kulfi,
which is sort of an ice cream, and
which is often available in a beautiful
green pistachio or orangey mango
flavour. I better stop telling you
about all these sweets or I might get
diabetes just writing about them.
Overall Indian food is really varied
and tasty and I hope you get to
have some soon.

Chinese Food
By: Azam Abowath

According to the Regent Park profile
on the City of Toronto website,
Chinese is the most spoken language after English in the
neighbourhood. I decided to do an overview of the cultural
food of the Chinese community.
Not being Chinese myself, I had some basic questions
that needed answering. First of all, when I see TV shows or
cartoons, or more specifically anime, I see chopsticks being
used rather than the usual forks, spoons and knives. Why
chopsticks? I wondered. I found out it’s easier for Chinese
people to use them since it’s a tradition, they grow up using
chopsticks

to eat. It’s also easier to pick up smaller morsels of food
with chopsticks rather than cutlery. I also did some further
research on this; one source suggested that Asian people
used to eat food from pots on the fire and when resources
became tight the food was cut into smaller pieces so it could
cook quicker, thereby saving fuel. And the smaller food pieces
were best eaten with chopsticks. Along with this, Confucius,
a famous Chinese philosopher who founded Confucianism,
was a vegetarian and he encouraged the use of chopsticks
rather than knives. This is because he considered knives
too violent and felt they reminded people of the slaughter
house.
	The most common types of spices used in Chinese
cooking are salt, pepper, 5-spices powder, cumin, star
aniseed, cayenne pepper, garlic and ginger. The most
common types of meats used are chicken, pork, fish and
shrimp. Some of the most popular Chinese greens are bok
choy, sui chody, daikon and Chinese cabbage. Tofu is also
quite common in China. A famous Chinese meal is Dim
Sum which translates as “to touch your heart”. Dim Sum is a
serving of a bunch of different hors d’oeuvres like steamed
dishes, fried dishes, dumplings and desserts.
	I have tried Chinese food, or Chinese styled food,
and being an Indian, it sometimes tastes not as spicy as I
am used to. However I really love their noodle dishes. There
are a number of Chinese restaurants in Regent Park – you
should try them out and have a taste for yourself.



Jamaican Food
By: Zeinab Mohamed

	Coconuts, rum, ackee, salt fish,
jerk chicken, patties and roti.
These delicious foods travel from fertile Jamaican farms to
packaging factories to the grocery store, and finally, to your
dinner table plate. Have you ever wondered about the story
of these foods? Did you know they have 500 years of history
to tell?

All of these waves of ethnic communities led to
Jamaica becoming a boiling pot of different foods from across
the globe. Today this Caribbean island has one of the most
diverse arrays of flavors and spices in their cuisine. Tasty
treats from Jamaica are recognized and enjoyed around the
world.

	It all began in 1509. At that time, the Spanish
explorers who were settled in Jamaica realized they needed
more workers because the Arawaks (the native Jamaicans)
who orginally helped them were dying in large numbers. They
began to import slaves who brought with them traditional
cooking styles from Africa.
Along with the African slaves, a community of Jewish
people from Spain began to arrive on the island bringing
along their own traditional dishes. In 1655, the Spanish lost
control of Jamaica to the English. The English imported their
foods, helping to create the famous Jamaican patty.
About a century later Chinese and Indian indentured
workers were brought to Jamaica, and like the communities
before them, they brought with them their traditional cuisines.
To this day curry can be found in many Jamaican meals.

One of the most well known dishes from Jamaica is curry chicken served
with rice and peas and coco bread.

A Charge on Billboards to Fund art in the Public sphere
The beautiful city billboard Fee, also known as BCBF, is a proposal that is seeking to beautify, democratize
and diversify access to public space. It aims to this by holding companies investing in billboard advertising
accountable for their impact on shared spaces by charging them an annual license fee. These fees would then be
used to fund artist projects in the city.
On November 4th, the Beautiful City Alliance overcame a major hurdle when the City Council’s Planning and
Growth Management committee voted unanimous in favor of the bill board fee. Devon Ostrom, a founder of the
BeautifulCity.ca Alliance, was pleased with the committee’s decision.
“The committee made the right decision
last night because it embraced the vision
of the vast majority of Torontonians
who want Toronto to be a beautiful and
creative city,” said Ostrom. “We hope
that City Council will see the wisdom in
the committee’s decision and give its
approval without delay.”
Toronto City Council will consider the
new sign by-law and billboard tax at
its November 30-December 1 meeting.
Let your city councilor know that you
support the Beautiful City Billboard Fee.
Take action and sign the petition at:
www.beautifulcity.ca
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My Visit to Vietnam

By Katharine Schwarz

	In the blistering cold of January 2009, just when the gloom of winter started to set in, I
boarded a plane venturing to Vietnam. I had no idea what to expect, despite all of my reading,
my online course on world views and the endless questions I had asked of my friends.
When I stepped off the plane, culture shock hit me right away. Along with all the new
sights and smells, I was immediately struck by what I perceived to be poverty. However, over
the two months that I stayed in Vietnam my idea of scarcity changed and by the end of the
trip I no longer looked around and saw only poverty. This was part of adapting, normalizing,
acclimatizing.
	In contrast to Canada, Northern Vietnam felt balmy when I first arrived. Although it was
warm to me, there were still many people wearing puffy winter coats and complaining about
the cold since for them it was winter season. My perspective on the weather altered over time
as well and the initial warmth I felt soon changed as I began to feel the wet cold seep into my
bones.
My introduction to Vietnam was startling and almost overwhelming. I was among
seven students from Canada who had been chosen to volunteer and earn school credits while
abroad. Being surrounded by so many Canadians, I was able to see my feelings reflected in
them in various different ways. This helped make the experience less overwhelming and we
acted as a kind of support group for each other.
	I ended up becoming a volunteer for an environmental organization that worked with
the National Parks of Vietnam. During my time there they were teaching local residents, as well
as Hanoi University students, about environmentalism and instructing them on how to become
eco-tour guides. I was put to work teaching English—which was both a great opportunity and
challenge for me.
	It was through my work that I was introduced to some of my favourite Vietnamese
foods. Phở, a noodle soup usually served with beef, pork, or chicken, was my favourite dish
before I left Toronto but soon bún chả stole the spotlight. Bun cha is a broth served with
barbecued pork, green papaya, noodles and greens to taste. For one serving it cost 15,000d
which is equivalent to around $1Cdn. For an extra 2,000d a delicious spring roll was added to
the plate. This was my favourite meal to eat while at work. I would walk across the street to the
market and visit one of the restaurants I had been introduced to during my orientation.
As someone who has been vegetarian for six years, I sometimes became tired of
eating so much meat. On these days I would opt for the restaurant that served a heaping
portion of rice and your choice of various dishes like tofu, eggs, greens and vegetables that I
still didn’t know the names of! There was something new to try every time I went out and I really
enjoyed this.
Living in Vietnam was different every day. There were times when I felt perfectly
comfortable, and yet other days when being so different from everybody else was too much
to handle. I felt most comfortable when I was with the eco-tourism students who were all
extremely welcoming and always looking out for me. With the students I was able to visit small
villages near Hanoi, learn about music in Vietnam, enjoy different fruits, and learn more about
the country than I would have otherwise.
	On my last day we had a small party complete with singing and mounds of fresh
homemade food that will never be matched. Thanks to the students, I was lucky enough to try
noodle rolls before my return. Noodle rolls are large pieces of noodle usually wrapped around
some barbecued meat and some greens, then dipped into a fish sauce that is deliciously
flavoured with garlic and chili peppers. Mmm….
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From Farm to Fork: Ensuring Food Safety
By: Heather Richards

Food consumption is at the nexus of our lives. It’s not
only necessary for survival but also plays an important role
in our social networks, and contributes to economic stability
by providing a source of livelihood for many people. The
safety of our food is often taken for granted. While recent
media stories have increased awareness about food borne
illnesses and the presence of contaminants in our foods, the
general public still tends to place complete trust in the food
supply system.
	The latest food safety issues in Canada have
been serious: the Listeria outbreak in prepared foods; E.
coli contaminated tomatoes, jalapeno peppers and then
tomatoes again; not to mention the over 300 products
recalled due to a Salmonella outbreak at a US peanut and
pistachios processing plant. These continuing breeches to
food safety make it clear this is a complex issue. All areas
of food production, from farm to fork, need to be examined.
Everyone has a role to play.
Most foods provide the perfect medium for many
types of microorganisms. Generally, microbial growth in food
is undesirable and produces changes in texture and flavour
commonly called spoilage. When a food product has been
spoiled, it can be seen, there is an odour and the taste is ‘off’;
therefore, the food is less likely to be eaten. However, some
microorganisms such as Salmonella, E. coli and Listeria, are
odourless and tasteless. Foods with these microorganisms

look, smell and most importantly, taste exactly the same as
an uncontaminated product. Unfortunately, eating food with
these microorganisms can lead to illness in varying degrees:
from mild, to moderate, to severe and even death.
Another major food safety risk has to do with
physical and chemical contaminants and/or toxins that are
either naturally present or added to products we eat. These
risks are also associated with illness and potentially death.
A recent example of chemical contamination was on a global
scale when the presence of melamine (a manufacturing
fertilizer) in dairy products caused several deaths and
countless people to become sick.
So who is responsible when it comes to food safety?
According to the “farm to fork” concept, we all are.
	Brent Ross from the Ontario Ministry of Agriculture,
Food and Rural Affairs (OMAFRA) states that, “Farm to Fork
is a marketing term to describe the continuum from producer
to consumer.” The Food Safety Network (FSN) in Guelph
takes the concept a step further explaining that “farm to
fork” means that many are responsible for assuring a safe
food supply: producers, manufacturers, distributors and the
consumer. Speaking with Brita Ball of the FSN, she made it
clear that food safety must remain consistent, “…all the way
down the line.”
continued on page 13

Dairy Free Organic Cheese
By: Azam Abowath

Wait a minute, am I insane or did I just write what I think I did for this article’s title? Dairy free
organic cheese?
(I know what you’re thinking. Wait a minute here, did he just write what I think he did for the
article title? Dairy free organic cheese? Say what?)
Well here’s the funny story behind this topic.
Recently, I was coming home from school after a not-so busy day. I was taking my traditional
route, the 505 from Broadview station. At the time, construction along Broadview Ave was
causing a backlog of traffic – my street car was going slower than ever.
Being bored and wanting the time to pass quickly, I started reading all the signs and store labels along the street. Just across
from the station something caught my eye; a business sign saying The Magic Oven. I continued reading and came across
the phrase Dairy free pizza. How could that be possible? I wondered. Pizza has cheese and cheese is a dairy product. The
Magic Oven was also advertising Organic cheese and that sounded interesting too.
All of this caught my curiosity and I made a note to google the topic as soon as I got home. However, being as I am, I didn’t
remember to do this until a long time later. When I finally did get around to looking the topic up here’s what I found out.
Apparently, dairy free cheeses have been around since 1988. They’re often made with soy protein and have the benefit of
being cholesterol and trans-fat free, as well as a rich source of calcium. I also found out that organic cheeses are made from
the milk of naturally raised cows, meaning no chemical fertilizers, pesticides or hormones were used.
Unfortunately I still haven’t had the chance to try either organic or dairy-free cheese so I can’t tell you what they taste like. But
for people with high cholesterol or a dairy-free vegan diet who love cheese these products sound like a great alternative.
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continue from page 12
At the manufacturing level, the food industry needs to
react in an efficient manner during food safety emergencies
to be sure consumers get the message about problematic
food as fast as possible. To help with this the Ontario and
Federal governments are encouraging the food industry
to initiate an across the board food tracking system. The
Food Safety and Traceability Initiative (FSTI) is a four-year
project to help Ontario’s farmers and food processors take
the first steps in building a traceability system. The proposed
tracking system will trace food every step along the way from
industry to consumer. It will also include enhancing food
safety programs at the industry level and provide funding for
individual facilities to better train their employees on these
issues.
Food safety at the retail level is also crucial. There
are basic food handling, processing and storing rules that
need to be followed to ensure products remain safe for the
consumer. We know that in the food service industry it is
very easy for food handler’s to contaminate food during the
preparation of it. Safe food handling techniques are a matter
of learned behaviour. Therefore, here as well, employee
training programs are essential.

At the consumer level, once the food has been taken
home proper handling, storing and preparation remain key.
Government agencies at all levels have established policies
based on sound science to inform consumers about proper
food handling but unfortunately not everyone heeds this
advice. This may be the reason that the cause of food borne
illness is 51% due to poor handling at home (as expected,
the remaining 49% occurs at the industry and retail, including
restaurants, level). When it comes to keeping food safe, the
message to consumers is fairly simple: keep it hot or keep it
cold and keep it clean.
From farm to fork is a neat, simple concept: ensuring
food accountability, quality and safety from industry to
consumer. But while the concept is straightforward, and the
rules fairly simple, the implementation appears to be where
things become complex. In order to be successful, everyone
involved along the continuum must ensure the thread of food
safety is not severed, since as we have seen, the results can
be life threatening.

Here are some quick but important food safety tips to keep in mind in your kitchen to help reduce the risk of foodborne
illness, such as E. coli, Listeria and Salmonella:

Cook: Always cook food to the safe internal temperatures. You can check this by using a
digital food thermometer.

Clean: Wash your hands and surfaces often with warm, soapy water.

Chill: Always refrigerate food and leftovers promptly at 4°C or below.

Separate: Make sure to always separate your raw foods, such as meat and eggs, from cooked
foods and vegetables to avoid cross-contamination.

For more information check out Health Canada’s Food Safety website at: http://www.hc-sc.gc.ca/fn-an/securit/index-eng.php
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Restaurant Rundown
Dire Dawa
By: Azam Abowath

	If you go a few stores south of Dundas, on the east
side of Parliament, you’ll find a restaurant called Dire Dawa.
Dire Dawa features a great list of Middle-Eastern and African
styled food. I would argue that with the generous amounts of
food given, price shouldn’t be considered at all, but in fact
this is a good deal all around because the meals aren’t too
expensive.
	The inside is a little cramped, especially since this
restaurant is often busy and the crowds make it hard to walk
through. This is my only complaint though.
	On a recent trip to the restaurant, for nine dollars I
bought a big plate of chicken steak and rice. With the option
of take-out available, this time, I decided to eat at home. If
you stay at the restaurant though, you can sit facing either
the front or the window or you can watch the TV at the
back, which is usually switched on to an Arabic channel.
But the views don’t really matter because you’ll probably be
engrossed in enjoying your food.
As for the food itself – it is
brilliant. The rice is cooked perfectly
and the flavours of tomatoes,
eggplants, green peppers and other
vegetables seep deliciously into it. The
thin sliced chicken is perfectly roasted
and also melts right into the rice.
Along with this main dish, I ordered a
piece of roti, also known as chapatti.
Roti is similar to pita bread except it
isn’t as dry. I paid three dollars for my
roti which was made freshly at the
restaurant. Three dollars may seem
like a lot for bread but it was a good
size and enjoyable. Hands down, this
is the best food I tasted from the three
restaurants I visited.
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Dire Dawa
often
caters
for
schools in the area
like Regent Park
and Duke of York
for
occasions
from parties to
staff meetings, and
judging by the good food they offer, I can understand why.
Dire Dawa is open from 9AM-1AM Monday to
Saturday and from 10AM-12AM on Sunday. And yes you
read that right – when I first saw these long business hours
on the sign I thought maybe I read it wrong but when I
checked at the restaurant they confirmed it was right.
All this writing about Dire Dawa is getting to me,
hunger pangs are setting in and I can’t wait until my next
visit. I recommend you check it out some time soon as well.

Noor Pizza
By: Abdulkarim Muhaseen

Noor Pizza, located at Parliament St. and St. David walk, is a halal restaurant that offers pizza as well as a variety
of traditional Ethiopian dishes. My friend Azam and I decided to go and check out the place to give you a brief review of the
restaurant.
We first tried out the pizza and soon discovered that their pizza is best when you order it fresh. I was a little
disappointed when our preferences for certain toppings weren’t available on the day we went. However, one thing I really
liked was that the pizza was served with plenty of barbeque or garlic sauce, free of charge.
We also decided to try one of the Ethiopian styled dishes
that the restaurant offers. Our options were:
RICE WITH CHICKEN - $7.00
RICE WITH FISH - $8.00
RICE WITH LAMB SHANK - $8.00
FISH SANDWICH - $5.00
CHICKEN - $2.00
FISH - $2.00
LAMB SHANK - $4.00
ZIGNI - $8.00
HULBA - $8.00
After scrolling through the list, we decided to go with something we had never heard of – Zigni – and we ordered
one dish of it to share. We discovered that Zigni consisted of Injera (a big pancake-like bread made out of teff flour) and a
thick beef curry. We only had to wait a short 5 minutes before our platter of Zigni, along with a side salad, appeared.
As we chomped our way through the beef chunks and savoured the curry, we began to realize that we had
underestimated the ability of the dish to fill us up. In the end we found that the one dish of Zigni for a cheap $8.00 managed
to fully satiate both of us!
	The restaurant was small but warm, and the dining tables were set up in a lower room away from the windows and
sights of outside. When we went downstairs we found a television set showing Arab news. It was nice to view the news from
a Middle Eastern perspective - a change from the usual CNN or CTV news shows. I also really liked the feeling of being
away from the hectic sight and sounds of the cars running along Parliament Street.
Since our meal was a heavy one, when we finished we decided to grab a couple cups of cappuccinos on our way
out, to help us digest our food and cope with the chilly winter winds outside. The coffee tasted wonderful. It tasted a lot like
a Tim Horton’s cup of French Vanilla. We left the restaurant feeling warm and satiated.
	I would definitely recommend the Ethiopian styled food from Noor Pizza for anyone who’s craving a change from
munching on the usual fries from McDonalds or burgers from Burger King.
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Shaad Take-Out and Catering
By: Azam Abowath

Shaad Take-out and Catering is one of a number of Halal restaurants along Parliament St. It’s located north of Noor
Pizza, near Oak St.
	The restaurant serves mainly Desi (South East Indian) food, however it also features some Chinese styled options.
Some of the foods on their menu include snacks like samosas and kebabs, chicken, fish and goat curries, beef and chicken
biryanis and bhuna kichuri.
	I visited Shaad with my friend Abdulkarim and we decided to order the chicken biryani. I would have liked to have
tried one of the Chinese styled Bengali dishes like chilli chicken but I’ll have to save that for next time.
For six dollars, Abdulkarim and I received a nice big plate of chicken biryani and a small bowl of salad. They also
brought a jug of water to the table which was nice because at some restaurants you feel pressured to buy drinks which
makes your bill more expensive. For those who don’t know what in the world a biryani is, it’s basically either a meat or
vegetable mixed up with rice and spices. The word biryani is derived from the Persian word Beryan, which means fried or
roasted.
	The biryani dish was pretty well
made, with a sort of a sweet twist I’m not
used to, which made it taste special. It was
a little oily, but it was homemade so I wasn’t
surprised. (Perhaps only a typical Desi will
understand what I’m talking about here).
The seating area in the restaurant is out in
the open in the sense that it’s right by the
window with a view onto the street, as well
as the construction currently taking place
at the Daniels One Cole Condominiums.
Personally, I prefer more secluded dining
rooms that are away from the street. There’s
something about a more private eating area
that gives a soothing and relaxing feeling.
	The atmosphere at Shaad seemed
to be friendly. While we ate, there was
background music going on that I think was
Hindi. I also noticed that there was a video
store at the back of the restaurant. I didn’t
go in but I did see selections of numerous
different Bollywood films.
	The counter at Shaad has a
showcase of sweets, which got my mouth
watering, but I kept myself from buying
anything since I’ve been trying to cut
down on sugar. But before leaving, we did
order two samosas for a dollar each. The
samosas were a large size and filled with
vegetables and chicken. They tasted like
regular samosas - nothing special but not
too bad either.
So next time you’re on Parliament
Street consider trying out Shaad Take-out and
Catering for a home styled Desi meal.
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PIZZA, PIZZA AND MORE PIZZA!
By: Ishtiaque Shahidullah
	Okay, so have you ever been in
a situation where you have to choose
between two pizza stores - and you just
can’t decide which one to go to? Well
then I’m here to help to you out.
241. Pizza Pizza. Noor Pizza.
Kabul Farm. These are all popular
pizza stores in the Regent Park area
but which one is the best?
Let me start with 241. Their
veggie slice is tasty when it is cooked
to perfection but if it hasn’t been freshly
made both the bread and the veggies,
especially the tomatoes, taste a little
stale. On the positive side is their
service, the workers there are very
friendly. Unfortunately they don’t have
a lot of seating so you might end up
standing to eat. But if you’re on the go
I would suggest 241 to you. Overall I
would give them 7 out of 10.
	I’m pretty sure most of you
have eaten at Pizza Pizza before so
you already know that their pizzas
are usually delicious. Just like 241, at
Pizza Pizza a freshly baked veggie
slice is amazing but the ones that are
have been left in the heating area awhile don’t taste good. The bread is very dry and the veggies have no taste. It’s really not
worth spending your money at Pizza Pizza unless you can buy a freshly cooked slice. However the people there are always
welcoming and there is lots of room to sit down and eat with friends or family. So if you’re not in a hurry and have the time
to relax over your meal I would suggest you go to Pizza Pizza. For their rating I would give them 8 out of ten.
Noor Pizza has some enjoyable slices on offer. Unlike 241 and Pizza Pizza their pizzas always seem fresh with
great tasting veggies. Another good bonus is that their prices are very cheap. They have good service as well, the people
who work there are nice and always willing to help. They have seating in the basement for up to 15 or 20 customers so you
can stay and eat if you want to. They also sell other food in case you want a change from pizza. Noor Pizza rates 8.5 out of
10 on my scale.
Kabul Farms also has some good tasting pizza. Their slices have fresh tasting bread and toppings. However, their
veggie pizza is not as good as some of their other selections like ground beef pizza. Also, their service is uneven, sometimes
it is good and other times it can be a bit frustrating. Overall I would give Kabul Farms 7 out of 10.
So there you have it - the rating of four pizza stores in Regent Park. If it was up to me, my first choice would be Noor
Pizza, then Pizza Pizza, then 241 and last but not least Kabul Farms. So hopefully I’ve helped you and you can now make
an informed decision about where to eat your pizza.
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YES
“Should junk food be banned from our schools?”
Pop cans, candy packets, chocolate wrappers and
everything in between don’t belong in school. But should
they be banned entirely?
Gum is already on the no list, it’s not allowed in class since
it’s a nuisance. Many students don’t bother to discard their
chewed gum properly in garbage cans. Instead, they end up
sticking it under their desks or chairs. Anybody who has ever
been a student has probably had the experience of lifting
their chair to move it or running a hand under their desk and
feeling a lump that didn’t belong.
But littering isn’t the main reason junk food should be
removed, although it is a concern, health is a bigger issue
here.
It’s common knowledge that North Americans have a
problem with obesity and all the health troubles that come
along with that. According to ObesityCanada.com, ten to
twenty-five percent of teens in Canada are obese.
So what can schools do to help solve this problem?
While junk food can’t be completely removed from schools
– it would be impossible to keep students from eating it there should be steps taken to decrease the consumption of
it in school. Here are some suggestions:
Remove or decrease the number of vending machines on
school property. Ok, I know some schools will say this is not
possible because they need the money the vending machines
provide, but how about replacing half of the offerings with
health drinks like V8 or protein drinks to encourage exercise.
And after doing this, the price of pop should be increased
in order to make the healthier drinks a more attractive and
likelier choice among students.
Also, there should be less fatty food served in school
cafeterias. If you buy your lunch at school, chances are
you’re already aware of all the high fat food on the menu,
things like poutine (fries covered in gravy and cheese) and
pizza, not to mention all the chips and chocolates for sale.
As long as these choices are available, students will most
often buy whatever seems more delicious, which is often the
fat-filled food.
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“Azam, why do you hate junk food so much?” is a question
that is possibly going through your head as you read this.
The truth is I don’t hate it, I love it, but the problem is that
eating a lot of it without balancing it with healthy food, and
thereafter sitting in class and not getting any exercise has a
negative, accumulating effect over time.
Chances are that if you walk by the same spot every day in
school and you keep seeing candy or chocolate or pop for
sale one day you’re going to go and end up buying it. I’ve
fallen into this trap myself several times over. Taking out or
lessening the amount available in schools would help lower
the temptation and craving for junk food, so that students
won’t be as inclined to buy it.
If you’re still not convinced that junk food should be removed
from schools, well, my last words are to advise you to at
least relax on the amount of it you eat.

By: Azam Abowath

No

amounts. A little bit here and there is just fine as long as you
balance it with other healthy foods and exercise.
Banning junk food would definitely create losses for much
of the food industry while giving an unfair monopoly to the
“healthy” food companies. Also it would actually be difficult
to ban junk foods because it would be hard to specify where
the line is drawn for some food items.
There are always disapproving parents who might invoke
a junk food ban but if they did would students actually eat
more healthy foods? I don’t really think so. I think they would
initiate a junk food trafficking system to get around the ban,
or try other alternative ways to get their hands on it.

Junk food is enjoyed by many youth in our schools during
lunch, in between classes and even during breaks. If you
were to mention the idea of a junk food ban to many students
they would be simply outraged. What makes these crunchy
and sweet treats irresistible? It’s the flavor they pack that
makes us fall in love with them.
Sadly enough, they are also the cause of many health
issues. So why shouldn’t junk food be banned to make way
for healthier alternatives?
Well for one thing, healthy food such as organics and salads
which are currently sold at schools are way overpriced. An
average student would have trouble affording a full lunch
if they were going healthy. It’s obviously easier to choose
something cheap, filling, and yummy; like junk food!
Junk foods sometimes get an unfair reputation. As a matter
of fact, junk food is not bad for you unless taken in large

A complete ban would undoubtedly cause a rebellion. Then
punishments would have to be given out and things would
get way out of hand.
I say instead let us choose.
We have something called the freedom of choice, guaranteed
to us by the Canadian Charter of rights and freedoms. Why
should our diets be forced upon us? We should definitely
have access to both junk food and healthy food so that we
can choose which ones we want to consume on any particular
day. And hey! Maybe if we students saw a drop in healthy
food prices, you would see more of us buying more of that
good stuff. Until then, expect to see us continue consuming
junk food; with a few bites of mom’s home packed carrots
and celery now and then.

By: Tazim Ishraque
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THE KEY TO EATING HEALTHY
By: Tazim Ishraque

Managing to have a healthy diet can be difficult with our busy lifestyles.
While grocery shopping we often buy things without taking the time to read labels
carefully. Reading labels is important because it allows us to be aware of what
ingredients are in the foods we’re eating. If we choose things with too much fat and
sugar, this will lead to health problems like diabetes, high cholesterol, and obesity.
Reading labels also allows us to check if manufacturer’s claims like “fat-free” and
“sugar-free” really point to a product that is healthy for us. For instance, some “fatfree” products are loaded with sugar and some “sugar-free” products are full of
artificial ingredients which aren’t good for you.
	The key to healthy eating is moderation. While it’s ok to have a little junk food like chips, candy and pop now and
then you shouldn’t make them the main part of your diet. It’s much wiser to choose home cooked and wholesome foods
rather than junk and fast foods. Steer clear of trans fats because they are one of the leading causes of stroke and heart
problems. Taking in an excessive amount of sugar daily could result in you becoming a diabetic in the future. It will also
cause dental problems, which can be very costly to get treated.
We are always told to eat our vegetables, no
matter how much we don’t want to. The thing
is vegetables and all greens are among the
healthiest foods available for us. They are full of
fibre, antioxidants and many different minerals and
vitamins. These things help to protect our body
from illnesses by keeping our immune systems
strong and healthy. Veggies are also great for our
digestive system because the fibre strengthens
it. Fresh fruits are also full of good nutrition and
vitamins which help your body to remain healthy
and function properly.
When choosing grain products, whole grain is the way to go. Instead of white pasta choose whole wheat,
instead of white rice choose brown, instead of white bread choose multi-grain or whole wheat. Whole grains contain fibre,
antioxidants, magnesium and iron all of which are good for you.
For a lot of us meat is a favourite but we shouldn’t go overboard in this area because a lot of meat is high in fat.
Always look for fresh meats and keep variety in mind. Beef, chicken, and salmon are some of the best sources for protein
and iron which are extremely important for the production of red blood cells. Meat alternatives like tofu, beans, lentils, nuts
and chickpeas are a good way for vegetarians to get the protein they need.
Last but not least are your dairy products. Examples
include milk, eggs, butter and cheeses, all of which are good
sources of calcium. Calcium helps maintain your teeth and
bones and also aids in your growth.
	The daily recommended servings of food are: 5
servings of grains, 5 servings of fruits and vegetables, 2
servings of meat and meat alternatives, and 2 servings of
dairy. By following these recommended servings of each food
group you are good to go. And remember: Moderation is the
key to perfect health.
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Leaving the Nest?
But at what cost?
By: Tajnim Islam

At one point or another in their lives, many students are faced with choosing between staying at home or moving
out, either to a university or college residence or to an off campus place. Students who decide to move out face all of the
usual costs that come with going to university or college - tuition, books, accommodation, transportation and etc. But they
also face another big factor, a factor we all rely on.
	That factor is FOOD.
Food is an expensive necessity and it’s also a very personal choice. Depending on the kind of diet you have – some
people prefer junk food while others like healthy nutritious foods – your food costs will range widely. For example, according
to the Ryerson 2009 admission handbook, food expenses vary from $2000 to $4000 per year!
Here are some tips on how to manage your “food” budget and avoid burning a hole in your pocket:
Shop on a full stomach - that way you’re less likely to buy impulsively,
Try to eat out as little as possible, even though this may be inconvenient at times remember that cafeteria and restaurant
foods are always more expensive,
Cooking meals at home with grocery ingredients is a smart and beneficial way to save money - instead of buying a
Caesar salad for example, make one yourself, it’s a lot cheaper and you know exactly what’s going in it!
Get together with friends and cook together, that way you can have fun and also share the costs
Try buying your fruits and vegetables in season and from local Ontario farms, that way you’ll pay lower prices for them
some schools even offer the Good Food box to help you with this (see www.goodfoodbox.com for info).
And one final point to keep in mind – stay away from McDonalds!
	These are just some of the ways you can save cash while taking care of your food needs when you live away from
home. But there are plenty of other ways too. So get out there and use your creativity to explore alternative food choices
that are less costly!
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VERTICAL FARMS
By: Abdulkarim Muhaseen

Forget about bent over farmers toiling in open fields below a sweltering midday sun. Envision instead a 30 storey
state-of-the-art sky scraper filled with floors upon floors of farm crops. The unusual idea of farms in tall buildings was
sparked by a discussion in Columbia University professor Dickson Despommier’s graduate class in 1999.
Despommier calls for a system of farms that stretch – not horizontally across metres of open field – but vertically up
the floors of a building. The project also seeks to expand the use of already discovered renewable energies. It’s a farming
plan that Despommier believes could be run with the aid of recycled urban waste water, solar energy and hydroponics.
Hydroponics is a method of growing plants without soil by using mineral nutrient solutions. This makes indoor plant growth
possible.
Some of the advantages of the vertical farm concept are:
Crops can be produced year-round, thus increasing crop productivity.
Indoor farms can be protected from the negative effects of climate change and extreme weather events, like droughts
and floods.
Building farms vertically could reduce deforestation and desertification.
Having crops grown in cities would reduce fossil fuel usage since there would be no need for transport and refrigeration
of crops.
Vertical farming could use recycled water and as a result use much less water than traditional farming.
However, even in the face
of all these wonderful presumed
advantages, vertical farms have
been subject to criticism. Critics
have doubts that vertical farms could
be economically feasible. The main
reason for this is the expected cost
of the large amounts of artificial light
energy required for plants to grow
indoors on a 24-hour basis.
Nevertheless, people are still
excited by the possibilities of
vertical farms. Countries like
China, South Korea and the United
Arab Emirates have expressed
interest in developing and trying
out the concept. Who knows, we
may soon start to see sky scrapers
smothered in blooming greenery in the
near future. For now though, the idea is
limited to paper.
For more information check out the
Vertical Farm website at – http://www.
verticalfarm.com/
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The CRC has MOVED!
We’ve relocated from our building at 40 Oak Street so that we can begin the demolition and development of our
new building. We’ve continued our services but are operating out of several locations within Regent Park.
Our administrative offices are located at 14 Blevins Place, Unit 16, at this location there is information, free
computer/internet use and telephone for residents to use. Our phone number is 416-363-4234
Our drop in is located at 415 Gerrard, at the North Regent Park Community Centre, at this location you can drop
by for a hot meal from 11:30 to 1:30 Mondays through Fridays. Our phone number for the drop in is 416-3641997, all are welcome to join us.
Our Worship services are located at 583 Dundas Street East, you are welcome to join us Thursday’s at 12 p.m.
for service.
If you have any questions please feel free to call or drop by to see us!

Meeting for people who are
serious about films and want to
learn the craft of film making,
lighting, cameras, editing and
script writing

Register Now for Winter Session
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Food for Youth Conference Report
By: Azam Abowath

On April 19, 2009 nine members of the
Catch da Flava collective attended the Food for
Youth Conference. The Food for Youth conference
gave us the opportunity to meet many different
people working in the area of food. The organizers
actually called the day an ‘unconference’ because
they wanted everyone to be involved and so rather
than having lectures, small topic groups were
formed where we all had a chance to talk together.
One small group topic we discussed, for example,
was food and nutrition in school and another was on
manufactured foods.
	One of the groups I sat with ended up talking
about food culture, meaning how we treat and
deal with food. Specifically, we were looking at the
differences between eating in Toronto compared to
Montreal. One of our group members was a chef and
she shared that when the Toronto restaurant she worked
in decided to open a Montreal branch, she was picked to
train the employees of the new store. One of the things
that immediately struck her was how slowly and calmly
Montrealers approached their food – where Torontonians
often rush through our meals, she found they took theirs
unhurriedly. The chef said that the employees of the new
store were surprised by how quickly she worked, as that was
expected of her in Toronto.

Another person added to the conversation by
describing a TV advertisement they recently saw which
was set in a kitchen. In the ad the microwave beeped and
a woman, who is not even completely finished dressing,
comes running into the room, removes the ready-to-go meal
and runs out again. This kind of speedy eating was being
sold as a good thing. Group members admitted that they
sometimes enjoyed fast food like TV dinners but could see
that it resulted in them paying little to no attention to what
they were eating. The fact that our fast paced living results
in us often not respecting our food was contrasted with the
situation in many parts of the world where people don’t even
have the luxury of three, two or even one meal
a day.
		The meal breaks at the conference
were a learning opportunity as well as the
organizers encouraged us to take small
portions and come up for seconds and thirds
rather than taking too much and having it go
to waste. This was a way to remind us to be
responsible in our approach to food rather
than taking it for granted.
		Overall, we were glad we had the
opportunity to attend the Food for Youth
conference. We were able to meet many
interesting people including farmers, a food
security worker from Brazil and kitchen
workers from Sketch, a homeless youth drop
in centre right here in Toronto. We learnt a
lot about food security here in Ontario, as
well as around the world.
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Speaking Out About Food
By: Mahadi (Onik) Khan, Tajnim, Azam

Abowath and Abdulkarim Muhaseen

	On April 19th 2009, Youth Voices held Food for Youth, a participatory conference on the theme of Food Security
and a number of us from Catch da Flava attended. We went to the conference only knowing that it would be about “food”.
This vague description left us a little confused, not knowing exactly what to expect, but nonetheless we went there looking
forward to the event.
Among the people invited were the head of the Ontario Federation of Agriculture, teachers, high school students,
university students, and people working for food banks and other social service programs. After being served breakfast
we were encouraged to mingle and
get acquainted with one another.
This inspired an open and informal
atmosphere which continued for the rest
of the day.
The conference started with all of us
discussing what came to mind when we
thought about food. By the end of the
activity the front wall was plastered with
sticky notes full of different subtopics
such as food poverty, genetically
modified foods, nutritious foods and
modern food trends. While we had an
open discussion regarding these various
food topics, the chair of the conference
zeroed in on the main topic of the day
– food security. We learnt what this
meant and how broad the subject was.
Food security is basically about having
easy access to nutritious and healthy
food and it involves nearly every area
in food production, distribution and
consumption.
Catch da Flava writers caught up with four of the conference participants and here is what they had to say:

Richard Steiner

Leisha Zamecnik

Maria Porotto

Ryan Newell

1. What brings you here today and what is your profession?
Richard Steiner
“Well, I organize events like these on behalf of an organization called Youth Voices. We’re interested in hearing from youth
on many different social justice topics such as today’s issue of food security.”
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Leisha Zamecnik
“I work for an organization called Meal Exchange whose goal is to give students the opportunity to put forward solutions to
hunger. Today’s discussion is a perfect opportunity to listen to youth perspectives on food security.”
Maria Porotto
“I work as a nutritionist and my focus has been around developing programs and strategies that address nutrition within the
family and the community. I come from a town 400 km south of Sao Palo called Curitiba, and it’s a small city by Brazilian
standards with a population of two million.”
Ryan Newell
“I work at an organization called Sketch which is a homeless drop in centre for youth and I work in the community kitchen.
We are always looking for new ways to address issues of food security which is why we came here today.”
2. What is your idea on today’s general topic, food security?
Richard
“I believe food security is about safe, nutritionally adequate, accessible food and personally as a vegetarian I think these are
obstacles to overcome on a daily basis since there is often a lack of variety and availability of vegetarian options.”
Leisha Zamecnik
“To me food security is such a broad term that it can mean a lot of different things to different people but I think the generic
answer would be it means everyone has access to safe and healthy food, which I agree with.”

3. What do you want to leave with at the end of this day, what is your goal?
Richard
“I’m here to learn as much as I can about food security just like everyone else and my goal is to try to bring everyone
together, so we can gather different youth perspectives on the issue and inspire positive action.”
Leisha Zamecnik
“My goals for today are to continue to learn about food security and to connect with other youth who want to take action,
specifically by participating in meal exchanges which is a great way to feel empowered and come together to improve food
security.”
4. What did you think of the conference? Are there things that truly impacted you?
Maria
“Sure, especially learning about the inspiring work being done by different groups of people. Definitely learning how youth
are involved and already prepared to take a lead role on this issue. This is something I will take away and bring to Brazil and
I was happy that I was able to participate in this conference. This really encourages me to carry on and to direct more of my
food security work in Brazil towards young people and community leaders.”
Ryan Newell
“I thought the conference was really good. It was ambitious to get all these diverse voices in one room and I think the
organizers did a really good job of facilitating the discussion so that we all learned a lot. I think what’s interesting are the
conversations that we started today are ones we will continue to have when we return to the kitchen at Sketch. I’m assuming
as we chop carrots tomorrow we’ll be discussing food security!”
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Food Security
By: Bipu Bashar

What do we think of when we here food security? We think
about what’s in our food, we think about where it’s manufactured.
We’re curious to know whether if its GM food or not.			
						
What people don’t consider to know is where and how our
food gets to us. We don’t stop to consider weather if is good for the
environment, if it’s causing any harm to our health. 			
							
We buy food but end up wasting most of it because we
dislike it, because it doesn’t taste good, or because it’s the wrong
product. What we don’t consider is that instead of wasting the food,
we can send it over seas to where countries need it. There are many
people across the world that is starving to death.
	In the past few years there have been an increase in food production. People have been consuming so much food
that the people that are overweight have surpassed the number of who are undernourished. People have started relying so
much on technology that there are less and less farmers.
So instead of wasting food because it doesn’t taste good or it’s the wrong one or because we don’t like, we should
help those who need it more then us. We should stop over production of food and help to minimize green house gas. We
should only take what we need and help those that are starving.
More About Food Security on page 33

Last Fridays’ is Back!
www.believeinkids.ca
The Toronto Kiwanis Boys and Girls Clubs is pleased to be
offering afterschool programs for children and youth ages 6-13 at
3 locations in the Regent Park Community.
We offer a variety of activities and programs that promote
physical, creative, educational and social development.
Programs include; physical activity & gym, snack & nutrition,
personal health & well being, arts & crafts, homework and
computers.
Gerrard Site
101 Spruce Street
416.925.2243 ext. 2

Regent Park
Duke of York Site
20 Regent Street
416.925.2243 ext. 59

Lord Dufferin Site
303 Berkeley Street
416.925.2243 ext. 31

Youth Programs are offered at our Gerrard Site for youth ages
14-18 and at the Dixon Hall Site (44 Blevins) for youth ages
11-18. Please call the Gerrard Site for more information.

Last Fridays’ is an evening of desserts, story telling,
poetry, spoken word and live music performances; held
on the last Friday of each month.
The event is hosted by the Regent Park Focus Youth
Media Art Centre and is an opportunity for community
members to get together and socialize while enjoying
the performances of the Regent Park Focus house band
(The Youngsta’s) and other artists from Regent Park
and around the city.
Join us at the Daniels Presentation Centre on 500
Dundas St. East
On November 27, 2009 from 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm
To hear Singer Songwriter Marni Levitt.
For more information contact Regent Park Focus at
416-863-1074.
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Genetically Modified Foods
(GM Foods)

By: Saara Muhaseen
	Ever heard of Genetically Modified (GM) foods?
Whether you have or not, it’s highly likely you’ve been
eating GM ingredients without even realizing it. Groceries
such as bread, tomatoes, sweet corn, and rice are just
some examples of the many food products that are often
genetically modified.
A genetically modified food comes from plants that
have had their genetic characteristics altered. Scientists
extract genes from one living thing which then they place
into another living thing. This creates new plants that Nature
could not have. Plants are modified in this way to enhance
desired traits. For example, a gene from a bacteria which can
withstand pesticides can be taken and implanted in corn so
that it now is resistant to pesticides. Crops can be genetically
modified to survive being sprayed by harmful chemicals,
to kill pests, to withstand disease, to improve taste or so
that they contain extra nutrients or even vaccines. The first
genetically modified crops to be sold in the North America
were tomatoes, which were modified so they wouldn’t go
soft as quickly.
	Even though about 60 per cent of processed foods
in Canada today contain some genetic modifications, there
are still controversies about GM foods and whether they
are harmful or helpful. Around the world there are on-going
disputes over the advantages and disadvantages of GM
food crops.
	The benefits of GM foods are that they’re modified
to make them more resistant to unfavorable conditions and

therefore fewer fertilizers and water are needed to keep
them growing. They are sometimes hailed as being more
nutritious, tasting better and maintaining freshness longer.
GM technology can also allow crops to be grown in areas
suffering from drought and poor soil quality. Scientists can
do things like remove lactose from a product so that lactoseintolerant people can eat diary products. Many scientists
support GM foods and say they are proven by research to
be safe.
However there are also down sides and disadvantages
to GM foods. GM crops can be harmful to the environment
since they change and disrupt the natural biodiversity and
harmony which Nature has perfected over millions of years.
Some farmers are angry because GM crops can contaminate
their crops simply by pollen being blown by wind from one
field to another. Some scientists feel not enough research
has been done to be sure GM foods are completely safe for
human consumption. For instance, there is some indication
that GM ingredients might trigger unexpected allergic
reactions which could be life-threatening for some people
and also that loss of nutritional value can occur over time
with GM crops. For some people it can produce religious
complications and Vegetarians and Vegans may find it
offensive to have animal genes put into plants. Most food
manufacturers are unable or unwilling to offer information
on whether or not their products contain GM ingredients.
This means you rarely know what you are eating. Finally
GM technology can be very expensive which means poorer
countries may not be able to afford it or if they spend money
on gene technology it will not be available for other needed
areas like irrigation or soil improvement.
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Nevertheless, genetically modified
foods have the potential to solve
many of the world’s hunger and
malnutrition problems, and to help
protect and preserve the environment
by increasing yield and reducing
reliance upon chemical pesticides
and herbicides. Yet there are many
challenges ahead for governments,
especially in the areas of safety testing,
regulation, international policy and food
labeling. Many people feel that genetic
engineering is the inevitable wave of
the future and that we cannot afford
to ignore a technology that has such
enormous potential benefits. However,
we must proceed with caution to avoid
causing unintended harm to human
health and the environment as a result
of our enthusiasm for this powerful
technology.

Halal Food
By: Amer Choudhury

“Sorry I can’t eat this type of food because it’s not halal.”
“I can only eat halal food.”
You may have heard these statements from your Muslim
friends or colleagues and wondered what this word halal
means. Linguistically, halal means lawful or that which is
permitted. Therefore, according to Islam, food that is halal
is lawful and is permitted to be consumed.

An example of a prohibition found in the statements of our
Prophet is as follows:

So how does one know what is lawful (halal)? And who
stipulates that? Well in Islam, only Allah (The One Absolute
God) has the right to stipulate that which is lawful and that
which is unlawful. The Arabic term for unlawful is haraam,
the exact opposite of halal. So where is our guidance in
understanding what Allah deems halal?

So the next time you hear someone say, “This is not halal”,
you will know that they mean this particular thing is not
lawful or permitted for them. Whether something is halal or
not is applied to a wide range of things including food. As
you can see in the examples above certain foods are clearly
prohibited for Muslims.

The first source of evidence and reference is our Holy
Scripture, The Qur’an. In the Qur’an, Allah (The One
Absolute God) tells us what to do, what not to do, and what
actions are preferable.

However, a question that has been posed by many people
in the past as well as today, is whether foods which contain
unlawful items are forbidden under all circumstances. The
general ruling is yes but in certain life or death situations the
rules can be softened. For example, pork has been made
permissible for Muslims to eat if they are in a situation where
they cannot find any other food and will die if they don’t eat
the pork.

As an example, consider the Al-An’naam – Chapter of
Livestock 6:145 of the
Qur’an, in which Allah says,
“Say (O Muhammad): “I find not in that which has been
revealed to me anything forbidden to be eaten by one who
wishes to eat it, unless it be Maytah (a dead animal) or blood
poured forth (by slaughtering or the like), or the flesh of swine
(pork); for that surely, is impure or impious (unlawful) meat
(of an animal) which is slaughtered as a sacrifice for others
than Allah (or has been slaughtered for idols, or on which
Allah’s Name has not been mentioned while slaughtering).”
Our second source of reference for understanding what is
halal or haraam are the statements of our beloved Prophet
Muhammad (Peace be upon him). Our Prophet is the living
example of the Qur’an, and therefore it is an obligation for
Muslims to love him, send prayers upon him and obey his
commands.

“The Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah be upon him)
forbade the eating of every carnivorous animal that has
fangs, and every bird which has talons.” (Narrated by Muslim,
6/60)

Any food that is not mentioned to be prohibited is deemed
to be halal and all foods derived from vegetables and sea
food are also considered lawful. If a food or dish contains a
prohibited ingredient then the whole item or dish is judged to
be unlawful.
As a final attempt to illustrate the concept of halal food I will
use the example of gelatin. Gelatin can either be derived
from animals such as pig or cow or it can be made from fish
or vegetables. If a food has gelatin in it a Muslim would have
to find out if it was from a halal source (fish or vegetable)
or not. If the gelatin was from a pig, or from a cow that had
been improperly slaughtered, it would not be permissible for
a Muslim to eat it.
So the next time you hear someone saying “I only eat halal
foods” you’ll know exactly what they mean.
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Swahili Mama’s Recipes
By: Rumina Akther and Saara Muhaseen

Pulow
3 cups Rice
2 big Onions, chopped
4 cloves Garlic,
1 fresh Tomato
6 pieces of Chicken leg,
½ cup Vegetable Oil (or ghee)
* ½ teaspoon Cumin seeds
* ½ teaspoon Cardamom
* 2 cloves
* 1 cinnamon stick, medium piece
* ½ teaspoon Black Pepper
Salt, to taste

Coconut Broccoli
Chinese Broccoli- handful
Spinach- handful
3 tablespoons Coconut Powder
1 small Onion
Pinch of Salt
1. Wash Chinese broccoli, spinach and onion.
2. Chop to desired size.
3. Cook onion and Chinese broccoli in pot and close lid.
Mix every few minutes.
4. After 5 minutes mix in spinach.
5. There will be water inside pot from the wet chopped
leaves. Drain the water.
6. Leave for 30 minutes. Add a pinch of salt, to taste.
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1. Soak rice for 30 minutes in enough water to
cover; then drain.
2. Wash chicken and cut into preferable sized pieces.
3. Boil chicken in salted water for about 20 minutes or
until cooked.
4. Grind all spices together (all *’s), until fine as powder in
separate bowl.
5. Blend garlic, tomato and a cup of water together and keep
to side.
6. Chop onion and fry them in hot oil.
7. When colour of onion turns golden brown, mix in spice
powder mixture.
8. Also add boiled chicken to roast a bit.
9. In a pot put together rice, spiced chicken, and I cup of
tomato water and 1 cup plain water. Bring to boil then simmer
for 20 minutes so that the rice softens.
10. Leave for 45 minutes, and add salt to taste.

Serve hot and enjoy!
Swahili food is diverse and assorted. This is due to
the multicultural nature of Swahili culture. In Swahili
cuisine you will find influences from Indian, Arabic, and
European cultures which collide with African cooking
and result in delicious meals. There are also alterations
to certain dishes due to religious reasons. For instance
pork is hardly ever used in food because most of the
Swahili population are Muslims. Food such as fish,
tropical fruits and exotic spices are all commonly used
for Swahili meals.

Ramadan
By:Mavra

We have all acknowledged Ramadan, as a
month of fasting for the Muslims. But never have
we known the reasons behind fasting in the religion
of Islam. Here are two of the many reasons behind
fasting;
-	To understand the pain of the poor people,
especially most of the world which goes without food
for a period of time. So that we become less selfish
about food, and when we’re hungry we can learn
patience.
- During fasting, we are to abstain from things,
which again, is to lead us towards patience. As well,
Ramadan is a time when we train ourselves for the
rest of the year, so abstaining from harmful things
which can break our obligatory fast will ready us so
that we are stronger against harms of the world
According to the Quran, the fast of Ramadan
has been instituted so that believers “may cultivate
piety”; this particular month was designated because
it was the month during which Muhammad received
the first of the Quran’s revelations. “Ramadan is the
(month) in which was sent down the Qur’an, as a
guide to mankind, also clear (Signs) for guidance and
judgment (Between right and wrong). So every one of
you who is present (at his home) during that month
should spend it in fasting, but if any one is ill, or on a
journey, the prescribed period (Should be made up)
by days later. Allah intends every facility for you; He
does not want to put to difficulties. (He wants you) to
complete the prescribed period, and to glorify Him in
that He has guided you; and perchance ye shall be
grateful.” - Al-Baqara 2:18 The fast during Ramadan
begins each day at dawn, when the “white thread
becomes distinct from the black thread,” and ends
immediately at sunset. During the fast Muslims are
forbidden to eat, drink, or smoke. Before retirement
each night, special congregational prayers are offered
in which long passages of the Quran are recited. The
night between the 26th and 27th days of Ramadan,
on which the first revelation occurred, is called the
Night of Determination, during which, according to
the Quran, God determines the course of the world
for the following year.

Youth Health
Access Report
By: William Gooding
Pathways to Education
Regent Park Community Health Centre
On June 15, 2009 the Youth Health Access
Committee officially launched the Youth Health
Access Report. This provided a public starting point
for discussion of the health needs of Regent Park
youth. The event brought in over 100 residents,
Regent Park Community Health Centre staff
and invited guests (including the Focus band Da
Youngstas!) to participate in a discussion on youth
health needs and next steps to developing a safe,
welcoming and inclusive space for youth from the
high priority neighbourhood.
Youth and workers from the Park discussed the
findings from the Report, including the need for youthspecific services in Regent Park and detailing how
those services might look. They reiterated findings
that youth are far more likely to access services and
thus competently manage their health care if those
services are appropriate and inviting. Youth want
service providers who are patient, listen and explain
things thoroughly, respect young people, are nonjudgmental, understand the complexity of youth
lives, and come with a genuine concern for youth
health.
This event also had the intention of giving youth
more ownership over their community health centre.
Scott Mckean, who has worked with Regent Park
youth in the past, helped to facilitate an art project.
Youth were encouraged to “Put their mark on Regent
Park” and did so by creating a beautiful canvas full of
amazing words, colours and images. Many thanks to
the youth who participated in this art project and to
all those who attended this event.
For copies of the full Youth Health Action Project
report please contact: Joel Rosenbloom, Regent
Park Community Health Centre Clinical Supervisor,
at JoelR@regentparkchc.org.

	The day after the end of Ramadan is called the
Fast-Breaking and is celebrated with special prayers
and festivities (this day is formally known as Eid ulFitr). I hope this article has increased your knowledge
on Ramadan and the reasons behind it.
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Ask the Expert: The Truths and Myths About Food
I tend to eat a lot when I am
happy and excited. Is it okay
for my food intake to depend
on my mood?
The Expert Responds: Feeling sad; down the dumps?
Does reaching into the freezer for a tub of Ben and
Jerry’s chunky monkey ice cream sound like a soothing
idea? Do your emotions become satisfied with a bowl
of ice cream or a plate of french fries or, even better
(but unlikely), a bowl of strawberries… then you are not
alone.
Is it okay for our food intake to go along with our
emotions? Depending on our tastes, our cultural
background and other pleasant memories associated
with a meal, different foods can serve as comfort, as
a reward, or as emotional security. As with anything,
everything in moderation. Are you going to die of a heart
attack by eating a tub of ice cream or a box of cookies
after a bad break-up? Probably not, unless you breakup every week of the year!
It is important to realize that even though we may not be
gaining weight now or showing the signs on our body of
our bad habits, we will eventually. If you spend most of
your day playing video games and eating pizza rather
than chomping down an apple and hittn’ the court,
chances are, in your adult life, you will be faced with
such health problems as high cholesterol, hypertension
(or high blood pressure) and obesity. These issues, in
turn, are serious risk factors for heart disease, which
is a leading cause of death among Canadian men and
women.
Another alternative is to reach for those reduced fat
snacks or “blue menu” items that contain the taste but
not the fat or salt content of the regular brand of the food.
Why not have low fat cheese instead of the regular, or
sorbet or frozen yogurt instead of ice cream? Or even
better, some veggies and dip, and handful of granola, or
a peach! In today’s day and age our choices of yummy,
healthier alternatives are endless.
If we have our indulgences and “special treats” some
times and maintain a healthy diet and active lifestyle,
I say enjoy your fries and ice cream now and again (I
mean they do taste good!), just don’t make them a part
of your daily routine.
Karla Dozzi, Primary Health Nurse, Regent Park
Community Health Centre.
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Is chocolate an aphrodisiac?
The Expert Responds: First things first, I think that everyone
knows what chocolate is, but not everyone may know what an
aphrodisiac is.
According to the Oxford Dictionary (2009) an aphrodisiac is
a “food, drink or drug that increases sexual desire.” The word
originated from the Greek goddess Aphrodite who was the
goddess of love.
It is not uncommon to hear that one of our most favourite
foods – CHOCOLATE – is considered to have, other than
melt in your mouth goodness, other added effects.
The truth is that there is no scientific evidence that proves
that chocolate has the ability to affect one’s desire for some
love. What is worthy of knowing though is that dark chocolate,
despite its effect on your waistline, contains antioxidants
which are used by our body to prevent and repair damage
done from free-radicals. Free radicals are a by-product of our
cells when they use oxygen and can cause damage. These
antioxidants, in turn, can have cancer preventing properties.
So, chocolate may not ruffle your feathers but besides it being
a gift to your taste buds it also has some positive effects for
your health; but everything in moderation. It is also important
to understand that being healthy, including exercise, proper
diet, and emotional supports, has an effect on a person’s
overall well-being, which also includes a healthy sexual
appetite.
Karla Dozzi, Primary Health Nurse, Regent Park
Community Health Centre.

Facts About Food Security
Food security refers to the availability of food and one’s
access to it. A household is considered food secure
when its occupants do not live in hunger or fear of
starvation.
One commonly used definitions of food security come
from the UN’s Food and Agriculture Organization
(FAO).
Food security exists when all people, at all
times, have physical and economic access to
sufficient, safe and nutritious food to meet their
dietary needs and food preferences for an active
and healthy life. (FAO)
In Canada, households that are more likely to experience
food insecurity are:
Income Assistance Recipients - people who receive
income assistance as their main source of income,
make up over 50% of the clients at food banks. This may
suggest that welfare rates in Canada are not enough to
ensure food security for low-income Canadians.
Working Poor - The second largest group of food bank
clients are people with jobs, at about 13.1%. Due to low
wage incomes, they are unable to meet basic needs for
themselves and their families, even with full-time jobs.
Seniors - About 7.1% of food bank clients are seniors.
Female-headed families with children, 41% of whom in

2001, were living below the poverty line.
However food security is not just a poverty issue; it is a
much larger issue that involves the whole food system
and affects every one of us in some way.
Food insecurity happens whenever food is hard to get,
such as when:
- there are no farms or grocery stores nearby
- our food travels great distances to get to us
- there isn’t enough money
- healthy & safe food is not available
- healthy foods cost more than unhealthy foods
- our rivers are polluted so fish don’t survive
- our traditional foods are not available or accessible
Food security happens when…
- farmers and fishers can earn a fair income for
their efforts
- food is produced in a way that is safe for people
and the environment
- local, regional, and community food production is
supported
- social justice and inclusion are priorities
- all people are empowered to work together to
create positive change in the food system and our
communities
Food Security and Hunger
On June 19, 2009, it was reported
that world hunger hit one billion
people, about a sixth of the world’s
total population. Hunger does not
exist because the world does not
produce enough food. The world
already produces enough food to
feed everyone - 6 billion people and could feed double - 12 billion
people. The challenge we face is
not production of food and wealth,
but more equitable distribution.
Hunger is a political condition.
Sources
http://www.foodsecuritynews.com/
What-is-food-security.htm
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The Questionable Future of Regent Park’s
Community Gardens
By: Bianca Martins Pham

Walking through Regent Park you would be sure to come across a few of the neighbourhood’s
community gardens. At the present time, there are over 200 plots being used in about 5 gardens in Regent Park.
There are close to 200 families involved with them with an ever-growing waiting list. Some of the gardens are
facilitated by the Regent Park Community Health Centre, and the others by the Toronto Christian Resource
Centre.
Community Gardens were implemented because our community members told us that they weren’t
readily able to buy fresh fruits and vegetables because of the cost and seeing that Regent Park had a vast amount
of green space available, we began making those spaces into gardens!
Community Gardens are beneficial to the community for a variety of reasons:
-

They add beauty to the neighbourhood
They provide people with a cost effective way of getting fruits and vegetables
They bring diverse groups of people together to share a common purpose.
They are inclusive and build cohesion in the community
They build safety by maintaining eyes-on-the-street
They provide space where residents can meet

It is important to note that as per section 5.2
of the Social Development Plan of Regent Park,
“community gardens are an important vehicle for
social interaction, as they provide a venue for social
mixing, promote a healthy lifestyle to participants,
and facilitate interaction between people.” However,
with the redevelopment of Regent Park, the gardeners
stand to lose gardening as they know it today.
The redevelopment plans for Regent Park
currently do not allow for any ground level gardening
space. TCHC and the City of Toronto are looking
for alternate gardening spaces on derelict land,
possibly off the foot print of Regent Park. Together
with a committee of other stakeholders, they are
also looking for alternative gardening methods
such as roof top gardens, container gardening,
edible landscaping. However, there has been no
commitment to replace the ground level gardening
space that has played such an important role in the wellbeing of the Regent Park Community Gardeners.
So far, various agencies, the City and TCHC are working on “alternatives” but no alternative will fill the
gap of ground level gardens that add so much for the people of Regent Park, today and well into the future.
For more information about the status of community gardens contact the Toronto Christian Resource Centre at
416-363-4234.
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Mobile Community Kitchen Project
By: Safiqur Akon

(Mount Dennis Community Mobile Community Kitchen Bike)
Nicko Elliott is a recent University of Toronto graduate who now teaches as
a Professor in the School of Design at George Brown College in downtown
Toronto. While Elliott was a student of Adrian Blackwell, a well-known Toronto
artist and urbanist, he had the opportunity to help out with the community mobile
kitchen bike project. I recently talked with Elliott about this project and here is
what he had to say:
Adrian Blackwell was initially interested in focusing on urban agriculture and inner
city suburbs. Blackwell and his students selected many possible communities
in Toronto to work with and one of them was the Mount Dennis neighbourhood
in the west end of Toronto. Mount Dennis was chosen for a few reasons. One
is that there had been a recent Kodak plant shutdown in the area and as a
result many people from the community lost their jobs. The neighbourhood also
suffered from a lack of good TTC service and was built in a spread out way that
left a lot of empty spaces which people didn’t use. Finally, there were a lot of
diverse communities of newcomers who didn’t always know one another as well as a number of temporary people who only
stayed in the community for a short while.
All of these factors made it challenging to foster a sense of
community spirit in the neighbourhood. When Blackwell and his
students approached Mount Dennis they weren’t sure exactly
what type of project they were going to do but the residents told
them they wanted something which would help to unite residents
and bring a sense of community.
In January 2008 Blackwell and his students decided to try the
idea of a community mobile kitchen bike service in Mount Dennis
and for the next few months they worked really hard to build this
project. The group first presented their idea to the Mount Dennis
community in February and throughout the project they met with
residents every two weeks to keep them up to date and to get
their input and ideas. The students also set up a blog and used
this to communicate with residents, community organizations
and companies about the project.
In order to start the community mobile kitchen bike project every one of Adrian’s thirteen students contributed some of their
own money so they could get the materials they needed. They also used recycled materials for the project and got several
companies to generously donate money and goods. Lots of organizations in the Mount Dennis community also donated
time, materials, money and effort to the project including the Mount Dennis Action for Neighbourhood Change, Evergreen
and the Mount Dennis Community Association. Punchclock Metal shop and The Toronto Community Bicycle network were
also very supportive.
All of this support was used to build a mobile community kitchen made up of three bike trailers. Each of the trailers had a
unique function, for example one was a cart for holding three large garbage cans so any waste could be collected. Another
cart was for preparing and cooking the meals – it had a barbeque and an unfolding area with a sink and kitchen surface and
prep counter. The last one was an eating and distributing cart that could be used at a very large table or as a market surface.
There was also a colourful tarpaulin that protected the carts from sun and rain.
In April, after three months of working on the project, Blackwell and the students presented the mobile community kitchen
to the Mount Dennis community at a big picnic. Anyone who lived in the Mount Dennis neighbourhood was invited to come
and see the project and BBQ foods were cooked in the mobile kitchen for everyone. It was a day where a lot of fun was had
by everyone.
Both the process of coming together to build this project and the way the kitchen can now be used to host community events
did help to increase the feeling of community spirit and unity. Mount Dennis residents now use the mobile community kitchen
when they have events to host and even some other communities in Toronto have borrowed it after hearing about it!
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CAN SPARKNOTES HELP?
By: Abdulkarim Muhaseen
	You’re faced with a thick novel you have yet to open
– and there’s a quiz on it first thing tomorrow. If this situation
sounds familiar, you’re not alone. It’s a predicament that
sends many students rushing to the internet for last minute
help. A survey of 40 high school students revealed that
80% of them frequently turned to the site Sparknotes.com
for assistance. The SparkNotes web site claims to “help
students learn and practice basic skills, write a paper, study
for a test and achieve their academic goals.” Nneka Myers,
a grade 12 Jarvis Collegiate student explains, “Sparknotes
is by no means a replacement for doing work on your own
but it does make understanding text, for example from
Shakespeare plays, easier… All in all, it can be a real life
saver when studying for exams.”
However, a number of the students interviewed
assumed SparkNotes was launched for a purpose entirely
contrary to the site’s motto. When asked why they thought
SparkNotes was created, one student remarked, “To help
students out who didn’t get the chance to read the novel”
and another said, “To help people understand a book
without reading it at all.” Many students (40% of those
surveyed) admitted to using SparkNotes in exactly this way.
John Maule, a Grade 11 Jarvis student, commented that this
happens because, “Students have a lot of things to do, such
as Independent Study Units, and so on. Instead of reading
a 500 page book, we can get the information really easily
and in a clear and understandable format, at a quick speed.”
Amer Chowdhury, a Grade 11 student from the Regent Park
neighbourhood, pointed out that if students use SparkNotes
right before certain novel quizzes they can sometimes score
as high as 70% on their tests.
	It’s easy to see why SparkNotes is so appealing to
students. The web site offers easy-to-understand translations
of 19 different Shakespearean plays. It also features study
guides for commonly used school texts with sections like Plot
Overview, Analysis of Major Characters and Themes Motifs
and Symbols. Particularly useful are the detailed chapter by
chapter summaries which make it simple for students to gain
an overview of a novel without actually reading it.
So how do instructors feel about SparkNotes? Most
of the teachers surveyed had reservations about the site but
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did not completely condemn it. Ms. Krekeler, a Grade 12
English teacher at Jarvis noted, “It could be a useful tool if
you’re stuck on themes or you don’t know how to continue,
but as an exclusive source of research, absolutely not.” When
asked about the specific harm in using only SparkNotes for
research, she went on to explain, “SparkNotes does instill
laziness [with constant use], and if you keep going to the
site you’re never going to get the practice with identifying
metaphors, themes and other things on your own.” Mr.
Kilpatrick, another English teacher at Jarvis, agreed that
SparkNotes could be a fine tool or aid, but he was also quick
to add “It cannot replace actually reading and studying the
text with the teacher’s assistance.” Mohsin Khan, a resident
of Regent Park, pointed out that while high school students
might get by using only SparkNotes eventually it will catch up
with them, “As work habits become key in University, these
people are the same ones who fail and dropout due to the
fact that they have never read a book in their life.” Several of
the teachers echoed this sentiment.
	One grade 12 student, who did not want to be
named, shared another angle of the story; in his experience
some teachers actually based parts of their quizzes on
information from SparkNotes which motivated students to
use the web site more for their studying. In a similar vein,
Mr. Kulak, head teacher of the English department at Jarvis,
pointed out that how teachers teach could help remedy the
problem of students over relying on SparkNotes. He opined
that “students need to be engaged and challenged” in order
to solve this problem. Mr. Reed, a Grade 12 Writer’s Craft
teacher and guidance counselor, felt that the web site didn’t
pose a serious threat to his students’ learning. He shared
that, “the assignments I provide require knowledge and
experience with the primary text.”
SparkNotes can be a useful site but over reliance
on it is a problem. The site only covers a few literary angles
to a novel, written by a select few people. In addition, the
summaries can not replace the details that may jump out
and strike you as significant when you read the whole novel.
While Sparknotes.com may be able to “spark” an idea
now and then, using it too much can encourage laziness
and procrastination and prevent students from igniting, and
developing, opinions of their own.

The Collective and the Objective
By: Mehedi (Onik) Khan

We are all offered brilliant opportunities over the course of a lifetime and it is up to us to use those opportunities to
guide our lives. There is no doubt that one group of youth are taking one opportunity and making the best of it: that group
is none other than the Regent Park Focus Catch da Flava Collective.
	The goals of the Collective are to speak openly about community based issues on live radio and to write news
articles on subjects of interest to us for the magazine. Our radio show is directed towards the community of Regent Park
and beyond. As a team we decide on the topics we want to cover and then we choose relevant people to interview who we
feel have had an impact in our lives, in Regent Park and in society in general.
For the magazine the team decides on a theme and then we research and write articles on that subject. We believe
these activities provide us with an important opportunity to educate ourselves on the issues that we feel are important.
Awareness of these issues will help us succeed in our futures.
	Being involved in the Collective allows us to apply our skills and knowledge in a productive way, from writing an
article or designing the cover of the magazine to hosting the radio show or interviewing a guest. We strongly feel that this
program helps the youth of Regent Park to stay away from unproductive and miscellaneous activities and at the same
time allows us to explore issues that the community would like to address. All this is being done in a creative way by the
Collective.
	Taking part in the Regent Park Focus Collective also helps us as youth to build on our leadership and team working
skills. This is because we are faced with daily challenges which require us to work cooperatively with each other.
The foundation of a strong community is within its youth – if you build them up, connect with them and engage them they
will become the leaders of tomorrow. We can achieve this dream with the help of the community and the enthusiasm of the
youth, together, as a collective!
				Coordinator of the Regent Park FOCUS Collective
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REGENT PARK FOCUS
YOUTH MEDIA ARTS CENTRE
PRODUCE VIDEOS
DEVELOP PHOTOS IN THE DARKROOM
COMPOSE MUSIC IN THE STUDIO
HOST RADIO SHOWS
WRITE FOR CATCH DA FLAVA MAGAZINE
DESIGN POSTERS
CREATE COMIC BOOKS

FOR MORE INFORMATION OR TO REGISTER
CALL
E-MAIL
DROP BY
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VISIT

416-863-1074
focusﬂava@gmail.com
600 DUNDAS ST. E, REAR BASEMENT
www.regentparkfocus.com

